Designate, Rearrange or Expand the national parks at the sea area considering the connectivity among ecosystems like seagrass bed, tidal flat and coral reef as well as land area
Kerama Islands National Park
慶良間諸島国立公園
(Mar.5, 2014)

Land Area: 3,520ha
Sea Area: 90,475 ha
Land Area: 3,520ha
Sea Area: 90,475 ha
(marine park area: 8290ha)
(ordinary zones 82185 ha)
Implementing the “Law for the Promotion of Ecotourism” in Kerama Islands

Vision, guideline and rules for the area are developed by LGs and the vision was certified by Minister of MOE on June 27, 2012.
Target Area for Implementing the Law for the Promotion of Ecotourism